CCIP Technical Assistance Videos

If the videos appear blurry, restart the video and the quality should improve. If you have any questions, please email Karl Koenig at karl.koenig@education.ohio.gov

1. How to Access CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFcoWuY8Us0
2. How to Start the Planning Process in CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ORskoHJehg
3. Functions within the Planning Tool: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyM7H2DlRV0
4. Additional Planning Tool Functions: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IE2L_S4wBfs
5. How to Create a Component Relationship: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrFZr7CSjKk
6. How to Remove the Fiscal Resource is Required Validation Message in a Funding Application: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J61-SyGxVCM
7. How to Submit a Funding Application in CCIP (Workflow): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmeDPa7MPtk
8. Understanding the Budget and Budget Details within CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CSQohQm3_I
9. Tips for Completing the Title I Building Eligibility Page: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvxqJjm8TkY
10. How to Print a Funding Application within CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=315zHaI_6W0
12. Tips on Help Screens within CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpJ-KNiK7jY
13. Tips on using and Updating the Address Book within CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cTTjh9pQE0
14. Understanding the Assurances within CCIP: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JZBJwoCMmk